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Love Is Power.

C O PYR IG H T ED .

1 ‘ Do not love. B e  love. ’1 Cease in thought to cling 
to the unreal "friends”  which come to you through 
the accident of circumstance. You will thus pave the 
way to you for your real friends. Shut out in thought 
even "A n g e ls "  if they do not belong to you, so that 
your own Archangels may come in. For every 
"frien d”  you lose for truth you will gain a better. It 
is not in the order of nature or "good for man to be 
alone.”  The law o flovc will take care of that. Your 
real friends are the ones who are on your line of 
march. Their proper selection is too important to be 
left to the uncertainties of outward condition. There 
is a higher law which, if fairly understood and faith
fully applied, will bring them to you with unerring 
certainty. Silent co-operative thought will, through 
the law’ of affinity, bring you the aid, comfort, compan
ionship and inspiration of real friends.

It is only reasonable and natural that the chemical
powers of co-operative thought should act with perfect 
freedom in the unseen and bring together persons of
like motive and mental calibre, with the same degree 
of scientific accuracy which would under proper and 
foreseen conditions attract into a perfect crystal the vari
ous elements of its chemical compound. *

The chemical powers of love are so exact that they 
attract into a unit the countless millions of worlds and 
systems of worlds which make up the universe.

Man has that entire power latent in his heart. The 
law of love applies to the atom the same as to the uni-
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verse and is the power within the atom which makes 
its evolution possible. To master the secret of your 
heart is to open the door to your omnipotence and place 
within yopr easy reach the accomplishment of your 
every undertaking.

Books then become of no further use to you because 
you have in your awakened intuition the correct 
answer to every question through a direct channel to 
your fountain of omniscience in your heart. It brings 
you face to face with that something within which can 
never be destroyed because eternally pure and perfect.

Misery becomes impossible, because misery always 
arises from fear or unsatisfied desire.

Sickness and sorrow is banished because the soul 
settles down to its normal condition of power, joy and 
perfect bliss. J

Your occult forces are powerful in proportion to 
their approach to the purity, perfection and eternity of 
genuine love and right. ^You will never find happi
ness or satisfaction so long as you look outside of your
self for it. You will never learn the secret of real 
occult power to accomplish great results in*business 
and art until you find it in the exhaustless resources of 
your own heart. Occult forces without limit are with
in your easy reach as soon as you really learn the 
greatness of your own nature. You must reverse your 
present methods of education which chain useless crow
bars of facts to your mentality and shut off the flow 
from within. The word education means to evolve, 
educe or draw out. The nature of man is such that a 
time comes when it needs no outward pumps to draw 
soul from its fountain and through its instrument
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the bo<ly. All you have to learn is how to turn on its 
spigot, through silence, calmness and introspection. 
The forces of soul are already generated and only too 
glad to flow into all your relations of life.

Look at the multiplied uses of electricity. The 
question was how to harness it. The question to-day 
is how to harness the much greater and invisible forces 
of thought and love so that the lives of ourselves and 
others may lx.‘ made fu ll with the joy and happiness 
that will follow in its train as its result.

Knowledge of your real nature is the natural fore
runner of great results. It enables you to properly re
adjust your selfishness, fear, pride, sex passion or any 
other quality in your character that may be now 
dominant as a blind leader.

Your ixjwer is alw ays evolved from within—from the 
heart. It finds an outlet chiefly through the avenues 
of brain and thought.

Intellectual cultivation with many has been carried 
to the point of “ mental leprosy.’ ’ Our schools are 
scourged with such tendencies and with the tendency 
to scatter thought forces which is one of our national 
defects. Education should cultivate the art o f calm- 
t ’ ,M *' and concentration..

isciousness of strength which
s
(  How frequently do we see exhibitions of it in the 
unmeant gallantries of our “ Lords of Creation”  who 
think they compliment woman when they say that she 
is man's equal.

Woman is rapidly demonstrating that many such 
words spoken in ignorance as well as in jest, are truth?

i
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Woman is the real leader of a peaceful, noiseless revo
lution which will reconstruct society fromythe founda
tions up. Occult Science proves that her wisdom of 
the intuitions and heart is better than his bruto-in- 
tellectual wisdom which is based on the already crumb
ling assumption that “ man is his body”  and that the 
Ixxly and intellect are “ the whole thing”  as the boys 
would say.

I f  he should lose an arm or a leg would he thus lose 
any part of the real man ? Would it necessarily imply 
a loss o f any oart of his manhood or of his soul, which 
is eternal ? ^

M an’s ixxly will continue to die until Occult 
Science unlocks the latent potencies of his heart and 
soul. Such knowledge will enable him to fu lly  
represent and manifest his real deathless nature in a 
Ixxly which will thus Ixjcotne deathless also.

The "tree  of knowledge”  so planted in his “ garden 
of Eden” — the heart—thus becomes a “ tree of life .”  
Re-read the first chapter of Genesis with this as a key. 
It may give a clue that will illuminate the story of 
man's spiritual creation and the history of the soul. 
Science has upset many absurd theological interpreta
tions of a sacred book, the truths of which Occult 
Science will again make luminous.

Intellect is good as a servant, not as a leader. In
tellectual knowledge by itself, t'NAlDKD, is a tree which 
yields nothing lx.*tter than mouth puckering green per
simmons and other bitter and poisonous fruit which 
is fit food only for a cynic or pessemist who wants to 
supply vitality to his misery.

Society must have something more substantial for
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its heart starved multitude than froth and frappe or 
the husks and dead fruit on which they have been 
“ bfousing”  for so long.

Is it surprising that it has been lead to the feet of 
Occult Science and that royalty and the nobility in 
Europe and exclusive society circles of New York, 
Boston and other American cites should now consider 
the Palmist, Astrologer and Occulist such desirable 
acquisitions as factors in some of their entertainments?

The Infinite has thus caused that tyrant Fashion to 
meekly “ let down its bars”  that a multitude of good 
but commonplace people who have not the courage of 
their convictions and who consider it “ better to be out 
of the world than out of fashion”  may receive these 
truths.

When society thus instructed becomes truly represent
ative of the affections and heart and gives its members 
the pleasures and satisfactions of its warm, sympathetic 
life-giving heart currents of real love they will never 
again be satisfied with the hollow mockery’ of its soul
less shell and base counterfeit.

When society learns that the body is only a medium 
or instrument through which the soul may act it will 
have the power to become a grand orchestra of a mill 
ion pieces capable of bringing forth one Divine har
mony and its deep inspirations from the truly musical, 
the notes of which each individual member is a con
tributor. <

The magical vibratory powers of the calm reposeful 
loving co-operative thought currents, which at the 
noon hour go from the Home Silent Thought Brother
hood, out into the unseen, are forces which work night
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and day for the good of each member, and are sure to 
come home to him freighted with the rich blessings 
of health, business results, loving companionships, in
spiration and happiness.

To depend on your shrewdness, to overreach your 
neighbor, to hustle and hurry your Ixxly alxmt until 
it is fagged opt, and to generate the damaging »»’d dis
cordant cross vibrations of hateful, cynical, impatient, 
anxious, fearful, selfish or hopeless thought is to shut 
off the currents of helpful force and drive successful 
results farther away.

“ Thoughts are things”  which produce results in 
all business and art. Co-operative thought in connec
tion with the Home Silent Thought Brotherhood is the 
collective force which multiplies such results, because 
“ many hands make light work.”

If the earth was covered with ten feet of snow and 
you had to get rid of it would you prefer the slow 
process of shoveling it to the rapid process of melting 
it by a July sun? The mental density which would 
choose the shovel is little better than that which will 
cling to man’s present harsh, noisy, lumbering Ixxly 
straining antiquated methods of business after better 
methods are offered and also the easy means to carry 
them out. Thought is an e\.<pr ready power which is 
always available.

An investigation of its laws at once leads to the all 
inclusive basic law of love which is a fundamental 
“ generalization.”

Love is the power which binds all humanity together 
whether they know it or not.

“ Nature abhors weakness.”  Love is power. Love
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is the mother of nature, therefore for nature to love 
jxnveris only to show the proper instincts of offspring. 
The created should love its creator and conform to the 
laws of its ever evolving nature. We may have im
plicit trust that, to follow obediently, the leadings and 
tendencies o f our constitution will bring us out safe at 
last through open or winding passage to a fulfillment 
of our destiny according to our creator’s intention. 
God is love and cannot make mistakes. 

f  People prosper in proportion to their ability to make 
of themselves an unobstructed channel for the optimistic 
forces and higher laws of thought and nature.

“  The world is founded on the optimistic,.^elf-acting 
and all inclusive law of love. This law can be safely 
trusted, even though its limited manifestation appears 
in the form of selfishness, hate, cruelty and all that is 
brutal or that which we call evil. I wish to show the 
connection of all these things so that we ma\( lie with 
childlike trust in the motherly lap of nature and give 
an uninterrupted passage to her life-giving currents, 
thus becoming strong with hej strength.

It is impossible for us to successfully resist the cur
rents o f nature and we interfere with them at our peril.

She teaches with calm superiority that “ there is a 
higher law than that of our will, which regulates 
events,”  and governs every atom of the universe./

That law is tl\e law o f love. T o  fully trust it will 
reverse our present slow, bungling, and convulsive 
methods of business and make our lives not only more 
successful, but easier.

We can well afford to trust our intuitive impulses. The 
theology, which represents man as degraded and de-
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praved, and life as a great, though hopeless struggle 
against the forces of nature, is rapidly becoming obso
lete. Occult Science,which is the coming theology, rep
resents man as Divine by nature. It shows the useless
ness and injury o f his frantic struggles, despairs, and 
gnashing of teeth against the relentless and invincible 
laws of nature which manifest in lower forms as brute 
and brutal man, but gradually grows on the slow tree 
of cause atjd effect until man is taught that a ll persons 
and a ll things are related and that he cannot do a wrong to 
another in any way without doing a greater wrong to 
himself.

His very instincts of self preservation will then cause 
him to throw a loving and helpful arm of protection 
around the weak and lowly ones who are traveling in 
ignorance the long road from which he shall have then 
evolved. He will then no longer hang men for their 
so-called crimes no more than a loving mother would 
hang a helpless child that might awkwardly pull her 
hair in an effort to caress her.

He will not take away the life he cannot give, even 
from a brute, for purposes of food, when he learns the 
destiny of that brute, its relatedness to him, and that 
he cannot even indirectly so interfere with its evolution 
or cause it pain without suffering its reaction on him
self Meat is not the natural food of man. Fullness 
of life and all it implies can come only when he obtains 
the strength-giving powers of his natural food.

If lie eats other food the narrower limitations of its 
life-giving powers will recoil on his head and the further 
penalty of discordant cross vibrations will, in some way, 
enter into his life as a consequence, as surely as effect 
is tied to eaues. j

I
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“  Love is the fulfilling of the law ." Do you presume 
to think that the Almighty has fa ile d  to provide the cer
tain means of fu lfillin g  his law ? The very idea is absurd 
in the face of the unity displayed in his works.

You are not an exception to this rule. Your na
ture is also founded on the law of love and its law will 
be fu lfilled  beyond question, in spite of any frantic, 
senseless and purile efforts you may make to govern 
things by your own intellect or will.

The Almighty will in time claim you as his own and 
you cannot prevent it no rfiatter how much you try.

Docs this fact give you license to sensuality and all 
that is brutal? No. It says that you cannot break the 
law of love (your higher nature) without suffering its 
self-acting and inevitable penalty. There is no un
certainty about that.

The very instincts of selfishness would guard you 
against invoking these penalties, and would therefore 
become the pathway to the practice of virtue.

Some physicians practically preach and recommend 
to young men the accursed doctrine of polygamy un
der the name o f ‘ ‘physical necessity”  on the ground 
that "nature is always right.”  W hy don’ t physicians 
recommend it to their own daughters.

M an's real nature is "T h e  image of G od" and not 
that of brute and he should not follow the example of 
animals in "P o ly g a m y ”  after he has outgrown the 
elementary stages of his brutehood.

The Divinity in him is ever calling, however feebly, 
to cast aside the waists and dresses of infancy and ig
norance and wear the suspenders and ixititaloons of 
true manhood and his higher nature.
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Infinite love, life, wisdom, and power are ahravs 
ready to act through the most lowly person as its in
strument.

There are etheric atoms in every heart which repre
sent and are capable through freedom, knowledge and 
self-trust of g iving expression to all the powers of the 
universe in their flow through the faculties of brain 
and body. We need not fear our tendencies toward 
selfishness.

The untaught, childlike, selfishness whiclj snatches 
a toy from another, gradually expands through 
knowledge and experience into the ever widening re
lations to family, friends, state, and nation, until man 
learns his relation to a/l persons and things, and the 
fact that to injure others is to do the greater injury to 
himself.

Not until then is his business likely to lie honest to 
the core.

The restraining power of conscience is over estimated, 
nor is it strange when we enquire the cause and its 
nature. Your present conscience is built from the ac
cumulated sediment of the knowledge and experience 
gained in your past lives. Alxmt one-fifth o f the peo
ple of the world believe in an endless future, but not 
in an endless past, or in other words an infinite future 
from a finite beginning. The other four-fifths believe 
also in an endless future, but see that as a logical neces
sity a thing which has one end must have another.

The logic of this is that an endless future necessarily 
implies an endless past. Thus the seeming injustice 
of the wide inequalities of condition and circumstance, 
and many other theological- enigmas are cleared up by

\
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this evolutionary theory which will be dealt with in 
later issues.

W e need not fear but what the Infinite wisdom will 
evolve our dominant selfishness into aspiration and up 
the long pathway to perfection—until it lisps the all 
inclusive commandment “ love thy God (or law of 
thy nature) with all thy heart and thy neighbor as thy
self . ’ ’ Let us not loiter to malign or make faces at 
selfishness or its creator, but trust ourselves unflinch
ingly to the strong and faithful arms of Infinite good 
thus getting in line with the forces of the universe, as 
did Napoleon, “ the man of destiny,”  whose imperfect 
following of the law strongly biased the current by 
the imperfections of his dominating character.

Let us abandon lies and apologies and the ran k ' 
hypocrisy which skulks and dodges like horse thief or 
charity boy every time the word selfishness is spoken, 
and always rem em lxr that the perfect law which 
created us can never make mistakes and can lx* trusted 
to answer for our preservation and the fulfillment of 
our destiny.
y’One cannot teach the occult laws of thought, as ap

plied to business success and art, without thus preach
ing a most convincing code of morals and ethics. It 
will l x  found that the inducements of material success 
will win followers for the laws of thdught and love and 
for these ethical teachings where mere preaching will 
not. /

Every heart vibrates to whatever teaches its own om- 
niiKjtence. Imagine a space within your heart filled 
with the ever living fires of your immortal soul. Then 
imagine another space, within that space, the etheric

I
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atoms of which represent the omnipotence of God’s 
love. This soul of your soul, and life of your eternal 
life.) cannot be dealt with from the occult standpoint, 
without meeting with some response (through the vi
brations of the heart’ s atoms).

You may, by your actions and ignorance bury it so 
deeply that only the brute in you will manifest.

Your body whose human form then belies humanity 
will hang on but a tender thread, having outlived its 
usefulness.

How  can I help to kindle the fires and revive the 
dying embers of such souls and bring to light the 
divine “ image of God?’ ’

Has the “  negative ’ ’ of that image become too faint 
and indistinct? Its many coverings of darkness can be 
torn away only by the miracle of kndwledge.

Even though only one atom remains, it contains the 
essence and a solution of the mystery of life, the love, 
which is God, the thought power, which is godlike in 
omnipotence, and the kingdom of peace and harmony 
which is your heaven. ' This remaining atom represents 
all the powers of the universe.

Does it seem impossible? / Pollywog and whale are 
of equal dimensions in the sight of God. J

That atom in your heart is real love, but not the base 
counterfeit which passes current at par in our boasted 
civilization. It is ever calling, however feebly, for you 
to recognize its powers and sweetness. To recognize 
it will enable you to manifest it.

When you see a woman’s face that is as sad, hag
gard, despairing, forlorn, and ghastly as that of the man 
in the moon, you may generally calculate that she has

\
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been the reaper of a matrimonial harvest of disappoint
ed love which shattered the pure and beautiful ideals 
of her girlhood..}

She is too apt to become in her hopelessness and dis
appointment like a certain kind of fish which, if washed 
up on the bank of the sea, will lie there and suffer an 
undying death, even though only a foot from the 
water.

/*The activities of society or the household may bring 
forgetfulness as would business to a man, but only 
knowledge can bring her back into true relations with 
her own soul and restore her ideals.

The sun always shows its willingness to shine and 
lighten the dark places of earth, yet it is very easy 
to intercept its light. Self-conscious of its powers and 
worth, it seems quite satisfied to shine, and shine, and 
shine. Equally godlike in dignity, gentleness, per
sistence, and reserve force is that misunderstood and 
misused love principle which dwells in our hearts and i,s 
the essence of our lives, the seat of all our powers.

It allows intellect to usurp its rightful throne and 
parade its reflection in its sacred name.

Its counterfeit is of the brain, true love is of the 
heart. The brain is to the heart what the moon is to 
the sun, v iz .: its reflection and satellite. Unreal love 
bears a like relation to real love.

The key of knowledge is always ready to unlock 
the chains of ignorance which tie us to our imaginary 
hitching posts, but like the horse which has more than 
sufficient strength to break his tie strap, we fail to rea
lize our powers and remain tied, continually looking in 
the wrong direction (viz.: outside of ourselves) for our 
deliverance.
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“ As a man thinkcth in his heart, so is lie.’ ’ ) It is to 
the invisible forces of our thought and heart that we 
must look for freedom and pow er/^Love is the elixir 
of everlasting life, which gives odr souls immortality. 
Thought is its willing servant. Love is a clock which 
will run forever without beiug wound. Its eternal v i
bration,Of perfect bliss is the solved mystery of perpet
ual motion.

Its perfection would enable you to create a universe 
from the most lowly atom, to get the joy of perfect 
companionship even from rocks and trees, to command 
perfect truthfulness toward you from the biggest liar 
in the world, to obtain the willing co-operation and 
help of every person who lives, to place around you or 
yours a charm of protection that would make you safe 
in fire, earthquake, contagion, or in a den of the wild
est animals. All persons have within themselves these 
omnipotent potencies but in different degrees of mani
festation. j All are seeking happiness and bound for 
the same goal. I’ rojier appeals, in the true language 
of love to the love faculty in others, will invariably meet 
with a resjxmse. Effect is always tied to cause. It is 
not the mere words or beauty of expression which 
gives force and power to the language of a writer. It 
is what there is behind his words.

T o awaken the love principle in yourself is the only 
true and unfailing way to awaken it in others. We 
are on the verge of an upward impulse. Great cur
rents of invisible force, are now beiug turned on 
the world for its good. The ending next year of a 
great 5000 year cycle marks the ending of an epoch 
in our history and the beginning of a greater epoch.
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Cyclic Karma has already begun ils readjustments and 
the near future will bring greater changes.

The rumbling of consequences has been heard for 
some time by those whose ears have been attuned.

All have heard the rumbling but few have under
stood what there was behind it. The dim light which 
is breaking is already exposing the corpses of our dead 
materiality and the pale ghost-like faces of men and 
women who have wandered far from the sunlight of 
truth in their worship of the idols of sense.

The might of right and love is needed in the varied 
changes and readjustments which are to conic. Teachers 
of Occult Science will be in great demand, because all 
will need its evolutionizing and revolutionizing truths 
as a guide for the readjustment of their affairs 
to suit the new conditions which are coming. A 
harvest of satisfaction is waiting for those who 
forsake the ebb title of the past with its worship 
of the things of time and sense, and mount this 
great incoming wave, which is to sitWfi from our 
planet the deb ris  of the past and its stifling carcasses. 
This will be a forerunner of the little golden age 
which is at hand and which will make character build
ing more prominent in our lives. This is a prophecy 
founded on knowledge which many readers will under
stand. i

Do you ask what are the first and most important 
steps in character-building? The answer is, true 
knou'ltdgtr. Lord Buddha said after long meditation, 
that “ the cause of all misery is ign o kan ck . ”  The 
Christ said “ the kingdom of heaven is within yo u ,”  
indicating thereby what the sages of all ages have
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agreed; viz., that to "know thyself”  is at once the es
sence of wisdom, peace, happiness and power, therefore 
no matter what your aim and purposes in life may be 
to "know thyself”  is the short road to their accom
plishment.

Self-knowledge at once -withdraws vitality from your 
misery and ill-fortune, causing it to wither and die/ 
Nature thus steps in and says " I  hate a vacuum and 
therefore will fill with the optimism of truth and suc
cess, the place made vacant in your dear heart by the 
death of your misery and ill luck.”  The resu lt is 
happiness all around.

Then do. you see the value of the fourth and fifth 
degrees of the Home Silent Thought Brotherhood? 
Benjamin Franklin said, " a  single idea is sometimes 
worth thousands of dollars.”  Do you see how charac
ter delineations, conscientiously made from a thoroughly 
understood and strictly scientific basis would yield many 
ideas relating to that "se lf knowledge”  which is the 
essence of all wisdom ? This is partly in answer to a 
flood of inquiries which have been made in reference to 
the purposes of these degrees.

The next number will aim to throw a few " X  rays" 
on the true nature of God’s crowning work, woman.
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CLASSES IN
OCCULT

. Hf

SCIENCE.
TH E author of Occult Science L ibrary  will hold classes every Thursday afternoon 

at 2 o 'clock and every Saturday a t 8,1*. m., a t suite 4. 4WI Calumet Avc. These 
classes Include silent thought helps for the special needs of each Individual 

member, and aim to show how to use your thoughi forces and silent co-opem tivc 
thought helps In attaining health, husiness success, etc. They are  valuable to all who 
have needs. Who has not? Admission, W) cents.

PRIVATE LESSONS
] • , • 

Can l>e had when the author Is not otherw ise engaged. Arrange 
m eats for natm, may he made In advance by le tter or by calling at 
the above address, suite 4. <MH Calumet Ave. Term s. #1.00 per 
lesson

Special Lessons
Parlor Groups, Etc.

Groups of live or more can obtain a special course of instruction by the author (at 
his above address, or a t  their homes) on such su b jects  as Occult Science. Palm istry, 
Eastern Psychology, Vedanta Philosophy, Occult Theology. Christian Science. P hre
nology, Physiognomy, e tc ., each lesson to include special silent thought helps 
for the individual needs of each pupil. Special courses are also given to those who 
wish to teach The widespread and ever increasing Interest m anifested in these sub 
je c is  make good teachers In great demand. It Is an occupation especially suited to 
ladles of culture, and when properly followed, with right raotlvi s, is alNvays a source of 
great good.

To Esoteric Students
Who an ' far advanced and who have the necessary qualifications 
and desire for an advanced esoteric course, wo would offer our 
services in placing them in communication with the desired 

i opportunities. [o vk r .]

ADDHKSH ALL COHHB8PONDIKCK TO a

E R N E S T  LOOMIS & GO., P u b lish ers.
Cor. 49th Street and Calumet Avenue*

A
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IFree Circulating Library
■ Occult

The author of OcciJi/r S c ien c e  L iiik a r y . during his many years of research 
along occult science lines, has accumulated hundreds of dollars worth o f such books, 
home of which an* very rare and costly, amt others, which can be obtained only In 
manuscript form, at still greater cost. These t*x>kK will be loaned to fifth degree mem
bers of the Home S  b nt Thought Brotherhood. There are no expensorf attached to so 
becoming members of these first five degrees, except for necessary books, character 
delineation!!, and subscription to the Occu lt  S c ie n c e  L ir h a iiy  (explained fully In 
October number).

Character Delineations, •Palmistry Readings, Etc.,
are made by itih author dully from 9 till 12 A. M. at suite I. 4901 Calumet Avc. All char
acter delineations are made from strictly  scientific and occult standpoints. The power 
to mtyke them with a reasonable degree of scientific accuracy and with absolute safety, 
hah evolved from many years of patient, enthusiastic und exhaustive study*observa
tion and experience, reaching to the very fundamental esoteric principles of Occult 
Science which explains the mystery of m an's real nature. Related branches m ore or 
less occult and of widely varying interest, value and bearing on the subject, such as 
Chelrognomy, Cheiromancy. Graphology. Anthropology, Physiology, Physiognomy, 
Phrenology. Astrology. Astronomy, Theosophy, Eastern  Psychology, Christian S c i
ence. R aja Yoga. Hermetic and Vedanta Philosophy, as well as such fragments as Hyp
notism. Clairvoyance, Spiritualism , etc., have each been sifted without prejudice and 
with reference to the light they throw on the constitution of man. The value, there
fore, of such delineations and readings, conscientiously made by one who by nature 
reasons from first principles and who has covered the above field of study, e tc ., is at 
once apparent and can hardly bo o v er-estim ated . I t  is a t least not t o ’be compared 
with the blundering* of those who pick up some single fragment of the sub ject (and 
then claim everything for it>, and it Ik a  great safeguard against m istakes and danger
ous periods In the life (thus foreseen). Young people cannot make tbo most of them
selves ami their opportunities, or even understand their business or matrimonial 
adaptations until they thoroughly understand themselves Mothers, Housekeepers. 
Teachers. Clergymen. Physicians or others who have the care of children, servants or 
•others cannot make the most of their positions and opportunities until they under
stand their strong and weak points. Delineations can be made in manuscript form for 
parties who live at a distance.

Address AtJ Communications to

Ernest Loomis &
T Ti ,

Cor. 49th St., and Calumet Av«.

Co.,
CHICAQO.

Of

Science Works.


